CD8 alpha is an activation marker for a subset of peripheral CD4 T cells.
Rat CD4 T lymphocytes express CD8 alpha upon activation. Here, we show that double-positive cells express CD8 alpha alpha homodimers, and we study their phenotype and function. Most activated CD4(+) lymphocytes expressing CD8 alpha are recent thymic emigrants. Accordingly, most activated CD4 single-positive thymocytes express CD8 alpha, and thymectomy and aging decrease the frequency of CD4(+)CD8 alpha(+) lymphocytes. However, CD8 induction is not restricted to CD4(+) recent thymic emigrants. CD4(+)CD8 alpha(+) and CD4(+)CD8 alpha(-)cells were generated in vitro from naive or from primed donors and, to study their function, were transferred to normal rats. Both cell types helped primary humoral responses, but only CD4(+)CD8 alpha(-) cells promoted secondary responses. Thus, memory CD4 T cells mediating antibody responses and some naive CD4(+) lymphocytes do not express CD8 alpha. In addition, CD4(+)CD8 alpha(+) cells produce mainly Th1 cytokines while CD4(+)CD8 alpha(-) cells produce IL-10 and showed a sustained proliferative response. Hence, CD8 alpha expression after activation distinguishes two distinct CD4 T cell subsets.